
BBECA Aeration Project 

Site Information Sheet 

Property owner name: 

Property address: 

Canal #: 

Month / Year of installation: 

Brand / Model # / Source / Cost / Capacity of Pump: 

 

Brand / Model # / Source / Cost / Capacity of Bubblers: 

 

Cost of related parts: 

 

Design of installation: Drawings / descriptions 

 

Cost / time related to maintenance and electrical usage: 

Canal depth at site: 

 

Bottom visibility 

Bottom visibility before installation: 

Bottom visibility after three months: 

Bottom visibility after six months: 

Bottom visibility ratings: 

Excellent - can clearly see detail on bottom 

Good - can see bottom, but detail is not clear 

Fair - can barely discern bottom 

Poor - cannot see bottom 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Fish count 

Fish count before installation: 

Fish count after three months: 

Fish count after six months: 

Fish count ratings: 

Plentiful - can see 5 or more species of fish at any time 

Good - can see 5 or more species of fish at least once per day 

Fair - can see snapper, parrot fish occasionally 

Poor - rarely see fish other than young barracuda, mullet, mollys 

 

 

Hull / Dock growth  

Hull / Dock growth before installation: 

Hull / Dock growth after three months: 

Hull / Dock growth after six months: 

Hull / Dock growth ratings: 

Extreme -  barnacles, mussels, algae, sponge quickly growing on most surfaces 

Moderate - barnacles, mussels, algae, sponge growing on about 50% of surfaces 

Limited - barnacles, mussels, algae, sponge slowly growing on about 20% of surfaces 

Sparse - barnacles, mussels, algae, sponge growth can be seen on a few surfaces 

None - no growth can be seen 

 

 




	Aeration site info - Kennedy
	20210419_153836

	Owner: Michael & Debra Kennedy
	Address: 823 Indies Rd
	Canal #: Main
	Month/Year installed: April 2021
	Text5: 
	Text6: Half Off Ponds.com    PATRIOT POND 5.6 CFM AERATION AIR PUMP - PA-140. with 4 stones.   Cost was $349
	Text7: 
	Text8: 
	Text9: 
	Text10: None -- it all came as a kit
	Text11: 
	Text12: Easy set up.. Plug in and hook up tubes.
	Text13: Running 24.7.   Cost should be $10 to $12 per month
	Text14: 3-5ft.
	Text15: Poor to Good --- Depends on Weather
	Text16: 
	Text17: 
	Text18: Fair. 
	Text19: 
	Text20: 
	Text21: Limited
	Text22: 
	Text23: 


